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American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social ContextAnderson, 2013

	American Criminal Courts: Legal Process and Social Context provides a complete picture of both the theory and day-to-day reality of criminal courts in the United States. The book begins by exploring how democratic processes affect criminal law, the documents that define law, the organizational structure of courts at the federal...
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The Orthopaedic Physical ExamSaunders, 2004
"Excellent for anyone evaluating orthopaedic patients...A good reference for brushing up on the lesser-used tests that are needed on occasion in a clinical practice...A good addition to the libraries of practitioners who wish to sharpen their clinical diagnostic techniques."JOSPT     

       A must-have for anyone who performs...
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The Westside Slugger: Joe Neal's Lifelong Fight for Social Justice (Volume 1) (Shepperson Series in Nevada History)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		The Westside Slugger is the powerful story of civil rights in Las Vegas and Nevada through the eyes and experience of Joe Neal, a history-making state lawmaker in Nevada. Neal rose from humble beginnings in Mound, Louisiana, during the Great Depression to become the first African American to serve in the Nevada State...
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Advances in Design (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2005
Advances in Design examines recent advances and innovations in product design paradigms, methods, tools and applications. It presents fifty-two selected papers which were presented at the 14th CIRP International Design Seminar held in May 2004 as well as the invited keynote papers. Dr. Waguih ElMaraghy was the conference Chair and Dr. Hoda...
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Basics of Game DesignCRC Press, 2011

	The video game industry has grown explosively over the past decade

	and is now a major provider of home entertainment. Since the North

	American release of the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) in

	1985, game industry revenues have also grown substantially and, according

	to the marketing research company NDP Group, grossed...
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The Brooklyn Bridge (Building America: Then and Now)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
Opened on May 24, 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge is widely considered the greatest engineering achievement of the 19th century. This vision of designer John Augustus Roebling would be the longest bridge ever built at the time. During the 30-year construction period, the project withstood city politics, numerous construction conundrums and accidents, and...
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Women Leaders at Work: Untold Tales of Women Achieving Their AmbitionsApress, 2011

	I was seven years old when my mother showed me her most treasured jewels. Taking my hand in hers, she walked me through the giant oak doors of our town library where she showed me the Orange Books, biographies of historical men and women of achievement. Certainly, there were far fewer books of women than men, but there they were—women...
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Family Medicine Certification Review (Lipsky, Family Medicine Certification Review)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written by family physicians, this book is a comprehensive question-and-answer review for the American Board of Family Medicine certification and recertification exams. Questions match the content, complexity, and type of questions on the exam, and fifty clinical set problems—a major portion of the exam—are included.
...
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Sweet and Sour Grapes: The Culture of Yankee Ingenuity & Machine ToolsAspatore Books, 2003
The culture of Yankee ingenuity is a defining characteristic of historic American industrial and economic energy and power. That culture and the first special machine tools have a common genesis.

History gives much of the credit to a single individual for their simultaneous rise. Special machine tools have been fundamental to mass...
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Digital Photography Bible (Desktop Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
If a digital camera can do it, you can do it, too...
   Good photography is more art than science. You need to know not only the hardware and software, but also how to compose a photo, edit and improve the images you get, and take pictures that achieve your objectives. From choosing a digital camera to taking shots that tell a...
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Fuzzy Logic and the Semantic Web (Capturing Intelligence)Elsevier Limited, 2006
It is with great delight that I write the preface for this, the very first volume in Elsevier's new book series "Capturing Intelligence".

This series aims at publishing books on research from all disciplines dealing with and affecting the issue of understanding and reproducing intelligent artificial systems. The series will...
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Oxford Practice GrammarOxford University Press, 1999
Who is this book for?

Oxford Practice Grammar is for students of English at a middle or 'intermediate' level. This means students who are no longer beginners but who are not yet expert in English. The book is suitable for those studying for the Cambridge First Certificate in English. It can be used by students attending classes or by...
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